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Naming AnchoredScraps.com

The 4 W’s – know why you are blogging

@mackcollier

1 -Why am I blogging? 2 -Who am I blogging for?

3 -What content do they want? 4 – What actions do I want them to take?
First blog post – “There’s Been Talk!”

The 4 Ws – no, I don’t mean taxes! In determining the scope for my blog, I found advice offered recently at #blogchat to be very helpful. Each Sunday evening on Twitter, there is #blogchat hosted by @MackCollier.

His 4 Ws he tweeted helped me crystallize my scope.

1. Why am I blogging? Anchor our memories – our stories – to make sure we are capturing them and sharing with those important to us.

2. Who am I blogging for? Kindred storytellers looking for insights of how to balance the juggles of new technology along with old-style corresponding via handwritten writing to keep connected with our family and friends.

3. What content do they want? Helpful tips on imprinting our stories with the people who matter to us, inspiration, and help that nudges us on towards this big picture.

4. What actions do I want them to take? Encourage carving out regularly 15 minutes to connect with others via ‘old’ styles of correspondence, such as handwritten notes, and sending cards to friends and family – to invest in their “Important but not Urgent activities” as described by Stephen Covey.
Milestones 100, 200, & 300 daily blog post

**My Dad**
By Helen Ritterporn on 09-25-2015 in BlogPost Milestones

Today's blogpost is blogpost number 100 - having blogged daily since launching the site on February 26, 2015. It is being shared today so that it is included in my upcoming book which is going to contain the first 100 blog posts of AnchoredScraps.com. Ideally, I would have posted it on Father's Day but wanted to make sure this got included in the book, to give us bookends – the first and one-hundredth post on my Dad.

When my Dad passed away in January, my sleep later that night was awakened with being inspired to get out my laptop and start remembering stories about him which went into writing his eulogy. There have been several dear family & friends who have asked for a copy and so today's blogpost I am sharing what I read at his Memorial Service.

About the photo today (upper left): Me in my High School graduation cap & gown with my Dad from my scrapbook which I took a digital photo of today. The print still has that distinctive Kodak color print kind of home look to it. I still love this photo more than my college graduation one with Dad, probably because of having shorter hair in that photo.

Thank you for continuing to be on this journey with me. Please join me tomorrow when we begin the next 100 blogposts.

---

**Celebrating blog post 200!**
By Helen Ritterporn on 10-23-2015 in BlogPost Milestones

Today marks my 200th blog post since launching AnchoredScraps.com – "Balancing new technology communication with old-style corresponding" – encouraging letter writing in our busy lives.

Here are some observations I have learned in the process of writing 200 consecutive daily blog posts since launching:

- You do not have to wait for everything to be perfect with your new (or if yours is existing) web site before beginning to blog - I am glad that I started when I did on February 26th - "There's Been Talk!"
- Any tendency for procrastination must be contained to within the 24 hours each day because the time stamp is going to occur regardless. I have reached a compromise that while the time each day I post may vary what is important is that I post daily. What we do during each 24 hour period does make a difference in reaching our goals - and it is important not just to think about it but to actually take action.
- Writing this blog continues to be a lot of fun and very rewarding. I enjoy the research, the looking for the perfect companion quote (if any that day) and finding the right images to include.
- I've learned when it's time to be "done" with my blog post, and to accept being happy with a 92% level of how I would like the article to be - to not "gold plate" it (a figure of speech from Project Management where one keeps adding features and/or benefits not absolutely necessary) i.e. there can always be more formatting, and/or more development of the idea.

---

**"The Christmas Guest"**
By Helen Ritterporn on 02-22-2015 in BlogPost Christmas Season Milestones

Today is the Winter Solstice – the shortest day of the year for the Northern Hemisphere; it also marks my 300th blog post of blogging daily since launching this site! How the time has flown!

While I had planned to share some sentiments about reaching this 300 blog milestone of blogging daily, instead, I am opting to include them with the upcoming December 31st blog post to close out the year. For now if you are looking for a quick list of milestones posts – at each 100th mile, I am including these four links: 1st blog post: "There's Been Talk!" February 26, 2015 | 100th blog post: "My Dad" June 05, 2015 | 200th blog post: "Celebrating blog post 200!" September 13, 2015 | and today – 300th blog post: "The Christmas Guest" December 22, 2015.

In just three days Christmas will be here – make sure that two days if you are like our family where we all commit on Christmas Eve! And the closer we get to the day I realize some of these blog posts may not be read until later given time constraints. With that said here is a song I came across on one of the SiriusXM Radio Christmas channels today that I wanted to share.

**"The Christmas Guest" – Reba McEntire Writers: Grandpa Jones, Bill Walker**

*When he heard a knock he ran to the door, but it was only a stranger once more. A bent old lady with a paunch of slack, she asked for only a piece to rest, but that was answered with the greatest emotion.*

---

Attributions: AnchoredScraps.com blog posts with its attributions on each respective blog post.
Milestones 400, 500, & 600 daily blog post

AnchoredScraps.com 400th Daily Blog Post Today
By Helen Rittersporn on 3-30-2016 in AnchoredScraps Milestone Blogpost Blog Post: Milestones

It is here – AnchoredScraps.com 400th Daily Blog Post Today! Happy Thursday! Persistence and focused goals continue to be reinforced for me by blogging daily.

It is close to Major League Baseball beginning its 2016 season and how perfect for the image today shown upper left to be of the 400 feet marker on the centerfield wall of Wrigley Field in Chicago, Illinois.

Daily Blog Post Today

AnchoredScraps.com 500th Daily Blog Post Today
By Helen Rittersporn on 10-17-2016 in AnchoredScraps Milestone Blogpost Blog Post: Milestones

It is hard to believe it is already here – my AnchoredScraps.com 500th Daily Blog Post Today!

With today being Saturday I am including a bit of whimsy. At the end of today’s post is the intro to The Simpsons 500th Episode-Special.

First of all, Thank you so much for continuing to be on this daily blog post journey with me.

I am delighted to share AnchoredScraps.com has been added to two different websites blogrolls! Over at The “hypersphere in “The Dinky Blogrolls” and over at Philippines – The pin blog search website. Thank you to both sites!

AnchoredScraps.com 600th Daily Blog Post Today

Milestones Summary
Here is a Milestone listing of posts from each 100th daily blog post mark here at AnchoredScraps.com:

1st blog post: "There's Been Talk!" February 26, 2015
200th blog post: "My Out!" June 05, 2015
300th blog post: "Celebrating blog post 200!" September 18, 2015
400th blog post: "The Christmas Guest" December 22, 2015

and today – my 400th daily blog post March 31, 2016.

Work continues on Caddy's quilt which I will keep up posted!

“Energy and persistence conquer all things.”
– Benjamin Franklin

“Lack of direction, not lack of time, is the problem. We all have twenty-four hour days.”
– Zig Ziglar

These last 100 daily blog posts have flown by since July 9th finding us now at AnchoredScraps.com 600th Daily Blog Post Today.

Happy Monday as we kick off the new week. Probably one of the contributors to this sense of time flying by is having our puppy Cooper who is now 6 months old and still growing!

I’m continuing to use my Project Management skills to juggle blogging daily while still working full-time.

Encouraging old-style correspondence continues to be the focus here with a positive place to stop by each day!

Today finds us with a look-back Milestone listing of posts from each 100th daily blog post here. I’ve included One Year Milestone too at AnchoredScraps.com. How is your October going so far? Are you finding yourself writing more letters? They can be short and dashed off but nonetheless better done than none with putting pen to paper and get in the mail our best of intentions to write!
“Any tendency for procrastination must be contained to within the 24 hours each day because the time stamp is going to occur regardless. ...”

Whatever frequency you decide on - consider long term consistency on your end | Take into account time prioritizations, ie. Which channels to engage | Enable or not enable comments

This is my quote that I keep including upon reaching each 100th daily blog post milestone.
Say good-bye to sleep as you know it

At least initially!
You are a writer now, really!
Don’t wait for perfect

Just as with training for a marathon – it is okay to alternate longer and shorter blog posts
Strive for routine

Strive for same time of day target
You *can* blog it with you

mobility
Sources for inspiration are everywhere
oomopa loompas, and Battle of Agincourt
Today’s blogpost – the date is something I have had marked on my calendar for many months because of its historical date – today, October 25, 2015 marks the 600th Anniversary of the Battle of Agincourt which took place in northern France on Saint Crispin’s Day. The battle is the centerpiece of William Shakespeare’s play, Henry V.

Did you ever see the 1989 British film “Henry V” – the movie was directed by and starred Kenneth Branagh.

Several years ago I jotted down the famous speech and have been setting it to memory over the years – included with the passage ‘We few, we happy few’ among its stirring words. It is one of those speeches I had shared with my dad that I was memorizing, he loved Shakespeare, and I had hoped to finally have it memorized to recite it to him from memory. I remember sharing with him how much I loved the movie and was struck by the humility that Branagh portrayed Henry V with when finding out he won the battle.

Today’s blog post includes images of stamps (some NEW) and several well written articles about the Battle of Agincourt and the 600th Anniversary today, the text of the famous speech from the play, and the YouTube of the speech from the movie – this way you can read the words along with the speech when viewing the YouTube.

In the movie they would show how messages (think verbal letters) were sent to each other with the French herald ‘Monsieur’ (messenger) – imagine having to memorize and deliver ultimate messages.

Henry V & 600th Anniversary Battle of Agincourt

Today’s blogpost is celebrating our pure imagination from the song “Pure Imagination” from the 1971 movie “Willy Wonka & the Chocolate Factory”. The movie is an adaptation of the 1964 book by Roald Dahl. It tells the story of Charlie Bucket (Peter Ostrum, this was his only film appearance) who receives a Golden Ticket and visits Willy Wonka’s chocolate factory with four other children from around the world. Below is a photo of the original cast of children (60 years later)!

The song “Pure Imagination” is sung by Gene Wilder. One can go to YouTube if you do not have the DVD and watch Gene sing the song – it is truly captivating and the way I like to envision Gene will be remembered a hundred years from now.

This movie is a favorite with two of my nephews. I am delighted to see it being claimed and embraced by younger audiences. On this site, AnchoredScraps.com a quote from the song is included among the Quote of the Day that are Robert’s (my name) time you log onto the site.

The original child cast of Willy Wonka & the Chocolate Factory were at the 2011 Wizard World Chicago event promoting that film’s 40th anniversary, 16 August 2011. Attribution: By Fourthwords (Own work) [CC BY 3.0], via Wikimedia Commons

There is a gem I discovered – “Famous Willy Wonka Quotes and their original content” from July 2011 by John Powers on Twitter (@ComicJohnPowers). He took the time to research “Wilder’s Wonka lines are lifted from famous

Over on the BFDC – British First Day Covers website they have ‘Battle of Agincourt Stamps’ 25.10.2015 | 600th Anniversary

At Buckingham Covers there is the 600th Ann Battle of Agincourt Stamp Set
Pre-launch design site decisions

Had my logo professionally designed and theme installed
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Pre-launch design site decisions
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Use WordPress to install plugins myself
Value your time and decide on priorities
Joys & Sadness

Attribution: Dick Van Dyke’s star on Hollywood Walk of Fame in California, Dreamstime.
“Keep Moving” – Celebrating Dick Van Dyke’s 90th Birthday!

Happy Sunday – today is the 90th birthday for Dick Van Dyke!

He just came out with a book “Keep Moving: And Other Tips and Truths About Aging”. It is truly amazing and exciting to see him enjoying his life today fully of exceptional health.

We immediately think of him with Julie Andrews – as Bert with Mary Poppins, him with Mary Tyler Moore – as Rob and Laura Petrie, and now he has just written a new book.

Yesterday when blogging about the movie “Pursuit of Miracles” it included Ann-Margret – well, she and Dick Van Dyke were in Bye Bye Birdie in 1963 – his first film, he reprised his Strangely role.

“Chim Chim Cher-ee” is one of the songs that he performed in Mary Poppins which won the Academy Award for Best Original Song for the Sherman Brothers, the films songwriting duo. He received a Grammy Award in 1964, along with Julie Andrews, for his performance on the soundtrack to Mary Poppins. It is wonderful to read he has been recognized as a Disney Legend in 1996.

I’m sure you still hear Julie Andrews singing to him from the lyrics of ‘It’s a baby Holiday’;

‘Oh, it’s a happy holiday with you, dear’

Gentlemen love you are few

Though you’re not a diamond in the rough, dear

Underneath, your blood is blue...

He appeared in the movie “Night at the Museum”, its sequel, and that film is in the series.

He has enjoyed an amazing career and what is seating in us to see what he is doing today. At the Dick Van Dyke & The Beaumonts website it was a recent quartet included in 2009 with Dick Van Dyke and vocalists Bill Stanley, Brian Chidlaw, and Mike Medesky to celebrate and promote their loving love of singing.

There is a wonderful article on The Bluegrass Situation website from June 3rd this year entitled “DUSTIN: REVELATION ON HOW THEY CONVINCED DICK VAN DYKE TO STASH THEIR MUSIC VIDEO”. It talks about how they were able to have him in their video.

---

AnchoredScraps.com
Chicago Cubs 2016 World Series Champions Recap of the past 12-day blog posts

The past 12 days have included USPS stamps, stationery, postcards, 1908 program, YouTubes, Bill Murray leading the 7th, joy, happiness, and now the ultimate #FlyTheW! Flag.

Here then is a summary listing Recap for the past 12 days of blog posts here.

---

AnchoredScraps.com blog posts with its attributions on each respective blog posts
Making the most of today
By Felicia Ritterstern on 22-11-2015 in Blog Post, Cuddy

And it is also to say thank you for all of the prayers and virtual hugs that have already been extended.

He was going to be the guest blogger earlier in the month but I moved him to this Saturday (and if he is up for it will include him with his Thanksgiving holiday).

In embracing the time we do have with him today, I decided during a break for him - and found him enjoying his first McDonald’s drive through where he started down a plain hamburger. One of my friends has shared how routinely take their dog “Odie” through for a visit once a week.

In having his first hamburger today, I am reminded of the movie “Pink Panther Part 2” with Steve Martin and wish him being taught English by the world’s greatest accent coach in the world to say “I would like to buy a hamburger” – in the YouTube show here it begins with that sound, and at 29:45 is the scene of him eating his first hamburger.

Dear

AnchoredScraps.com blog reader,

Are blog posts letters? Today’s blog post is a short letter from me to you and finds me at a loss as to how to share how sick Cuddy (our nine year old Brittany Spaniel) has been recently.

What is the difference of Halloween today has been!
How things have changed since I first blogged here on September 29th. Last month, four weeks ago I learned getting sick and since then have made multiple trips to the vet, with the frequency increasing between visits. This new routine has been different from what I’ve been used to for seven years of an annual wellness vet visit and keeping current on all vaccinations. The last few visits I have heard new words like “antibiotics” and “asthma.”

Here are some things I wanted to share today:
Today was a hard day, but we are thankful to extend big emotional hugs around my family and friends. I know I am well loved.

Bucket List – the bunny!
We started something called a bucket list on Wednesday and what it means to me is that I have been enjoying the bucket list part of my life, truly the only thing I have had an interest in trying. My dog under her given name is a fat little of stature. How I wish I felt better. For seven years I have my dog on a leash and between us she has been a lot of laughter. As far as you remember them on my blog, this is to find the decision making that has taken the turn in our lives. I know there are many of us in the food yard near our animals but they seem to be away where we go to say “Hi” to them.

Dear

AnchoredScraps.com blog reader,

Over the Rainbow Bridge
By Felicia Ritterstern on 22-11-2015 in Blog Post, Cuddy

We cannot thank our veterinarian team, family and friends enough for their many expressions of kindness and love with phone calls, visits, emails, texts and small mail. If you have ever had that one great dog in your life then you have been very lucky like we were to have had Cuddy in our lives.

It was a great comfort having Cuddy share with me his blog post from Saturday: “Paws-ing for Curtain Call” October 31, 2015.

Till we meet again, sweet boy. With love from your dog mom Helen.

P.S. Earlier this year I previously blogged about the Rainbow Bridge: Remembering our pets knows no season (hanky alert) August 11, 2015 and Revisiting the Rainbow Bridge October 08, 2015.
ongoing list of future blog topics in queue
Saturday morning blog post examples

Mailing Hula Hoops

By Tucker Edmonson on Apr 29, 2016 in Blog Post

Mailing Hula Hoops is today's blog post for a Saturday.Hit it! Hula hoops is today as it was patented on this day in 1943, and was first marketed by Wham-O in 1955.

Have you ever tried to mail a Hula Hoop? In looking around there is a wonderful How-To article from 2014 that I'm sharing today and it was a delight to read their praise for the US Postal Service being rated highest among those in the know. Also to learn that a simple pizza box is the recommended route for shipping them in a lot of cases was fun to read!

Mailing Hula Hoops

There is an excerpt from hula-hooping.org's article:

"We questioned several folks in the industry who do a lot of hoop shipping on what do and what not to do when mailing a hoop today, and we got some interesting tips and tricks to share with you as well. The process can be a little different depending on the size of your hoop, the type of plastic you're using, and, of course, where in the world you might be living...

The United States Postal Service was the number one recommendation for shipping in the United States with the experts that we spoke with. Why? USPS not only have the cheapest rates, they will even come pick it up at your doorstep (for free!) if you have a regular postal box.

Before you can create and /or shipping labels from their website and USPS also offers a postal code shipping option which takes into account that they are cheaper than using priority mail and covers packages that weigh more than 1.5 lbs. The cost for between 87 cents and 96 cents for priority mail. So if you are shipping postage in the United States depending on where it is going. Other shipping companies tend to be more expensive and some have more fees specifically for shipping hoops too.

Thank you for joining me today for Mailing Hula Hoops! Here's a fan filled Saturday!

---

Ode to Saturdays Schoolhouse Rock

By Tucker Edmonson on Apr 29, 2016 in Blog Post

Ode to Saturdays Schoolhouse Rock is perfect for this first Saturday morning in April. What’s more a trip down memory lane playing and enjoying? Included today is Schoolhouse Rock — “The Check’s in the Mail”.

Great Big Story with Bob Dorson

I’ve included this short video “This Way to Conjunction Junction” by Great Big Story published on January 26, 2016. “Bob Dorson compared the beloved “Schoolhouse Rock” songs that taught us elementary school math and grammar. The Grammy-winning musician has also worked with Mike Davis and jazz pianist Blossom Dearie. Dorson is 92 years old, still performing and has not forgotten the fun of conjunctions.”

---

Archives Comics 75th Anniversary

By Tucker Edmonson on Apr 29, 2016 in Blog Post

Archives Comics 75th Anniversary blog post was on the Archie Comics 75th Anniversary. It was created to present to my readers the true history of this amazing comic company created in 1941.

In reading from this September 2006

ArchieComics.com article it shares about “Archie Comics continues its year-long 75th anniversary celebration…”

To begin with, from Archive Comics — a weekly blog post on Archie MEETS MADONNA and MORE and THE PERPETUAL PURPLE RAIN INTERACTIONS

[Video of Archie Comics 75th Anniversary]

This afternoon includes a spot on Archie Comics Forever — 75 Years of Rocking!

JPG, Sugar, Sugar is one of 9 animated multi-segment created to be shown on “The Archie Comedy Hour” on CBS, 17x15/16, and the song to included on The Current 2nd album, “Everything’s Archie” also released in 1969.

---

Ode to Saturdays Schoolhouse Rock

Saturday mornings still bring up memories of cartoons and included among them would be Schoolhouse Rock! Although they were short in length, those minutes, they were packed and few. In seeing that three years ago Schoolhouse Rock celebrated its 40th anniversary there were some articles that helped the series.

From The Washington Post on January 2013 “Schoolhouse Rock at 40” — “Schoolhouse Rock’s original ran from 1973 until 1975. It resurfaced in the mid-1990s for several years, before disappearing from television.”

From this Examiner January 2013 article “Ring-a-longs salute for Schoolhouse Rock’s 40th anniversary” — “Thirty-seven episodes were recorded and produced between 1972 and 1975. The first season debuted in 1972 and was called Multiplication Rock...” This series was quickly followed by a new series called Grammar Rock, which ran from 1977 to 1979...” The article went on to discuss the third, fourth, and subsequent series.
More Saturday morning blog post examples

**Daffy Duck Postcards and Bill Murray 7th Inning**
By Helen AncheredScraps on Saturday, October 30, 2016

It was a cool crisp Saturday morning.
October 29, and I've got Daffy Duck postcards and Bill Murray 7th inning stretch!

**Let’s start with Bill Murray singing during Cubs’ 7th Inning stretch Oct 28, 2016**
This was a delight to watch live last night during Game 3 of the World Series at Wrigley.

Loved watching Bill Murray lead the crowd.

**Daffy Duck Postcards**
Last November we covered on a Saturday morning the Sylvester and Tweety commemorative stamps and since then have enjoyed the postcards that were offered by the USPS picking up a set over at Ebay. This morning I have already ordered a set of the Daffy Duck USPS postcards part of the 1984 Daffy Duck stamp.

**Bill Murray singing during Cubs’ 7th inning stretch...**

**Saturday morning – I taw taw a tweety bird!**

By Helen AncheredScraps on Saturday, October 29, 2016

On this Saturday morning it is fun to see that Tweetybird cartoon character made his first appearance on November 21, 1942 in “A Tale of Two Kitties”, appearing in 47 cartoons in all.

The image shown today is from the U.S. Postal Service of the 92 cent stamp from 1999 of Sylvester and Tweety commemorative stamps.

“The first shot to team Tweety and the cat, later named Sylvester, was 1947’s Tweetie Pie, which won Warner Bros. its first Academy Award for Best Short Subject (Cartoons).”

The voice of Tweety we know was Mel Blanc. 
This article I must read from 2011 “The Strange Day When Bugs Bunny Saved the Life of Mel Blanc” and it goes into detail about when in 1946 “he was almost killed and slipped into a coma” and his over seven months in a body cast for him to recover. It is an inspiring story.

The npr article from 2011 “Tweety and Sylvester Bring Mel Blanc Back To Life” – “Mel Blanc was the voice of Warner Bros.’ most enduring cartoon character for more than 50 years. He died in 1989, but an original recording of Blanc singing “I Taw I Taw a Puddy Tat” has been resurrected for the new short, playing in theaters alongside the film* Happy Feet Two.*”

Imagines if Tweety Bird opened his mailbox and had mail – “I tawt I taw – I did! I did!” Happy Saturday!

**Attributions:**
AnchoredScraps.com blog posts with its attributions on each respective blog post.
My 3 Muses
Images

Dreamstime photo images available for purchase through their site

Public domain images - https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/Main_Page
Signature Closings

Regular closing

Heroes of 2001 Stamp

About the stamp shown above, it is of the “Heroes of 2001” semi-postal stamp issued on June 7, 2001 in New York, New York by the U.S. Postal Service. “In honor of the American heroes who responded to the terrorist attacks on September 11, 2001, the Heroes of 2001 semi-postal stamps offered the public a way to assist families of injured or killed emergency relief personnel.”

@PostalMuseum

Today I am not closing my blog post with my usual sign-off but instead am closing with revered silence.

Queue up attribution to include at bottom after signature closing
Reasons I love WordPress.org

Allows me to have clean fresh look on same level field as bigger sites
Love hosting at GoDaddy

Automatically updates WordPress versions
Fantastic telephone support
Feedblitz FeedSmart plug-in

FeedBlitz @FeedBlitz
We're thrilled our client @HELENSStudio will be presenting at the 2016 Wilmington Wordcamp in November!
2016.wilmington.wordcamp.org/schedule/ #wordcamp

Never miss a post
Your email address: *
How can we reach you?
Subscribe »

FeedBlitz FeedSmart
Deactivate · Edit · Settings

Modified by Phil Hollows & Andy Bailey, derived from the FeedBurner FeedSmith plugin originally written by Steve Smith, this plugin detects all ways to access your original WordPress feeds and redirects them to your FeedBlitz feed so you can track every possible subscriber.

Version 1.2 | By FeedBlitz & Andy Bailey | View details

& be sure to customize your thank you for subscribing
Print Friendly and PDF plug-in

PrintFriendly & PDF button for your website. Optimizes your pages and brand for print, pdf, and email.

Version 3.5.4 | By Print Friendly | View details

---

AnchoredScraps Personalized Note Template

Date: [ ]

Dear [Blank],

Thank you so much for your recent letter!

Please know how much your letter is appreciated.

While I was out this morning, the dog was sick again. He had a stomach ache, and it was really bad.

As far as having done anything new and fun, recently:

a) Saw a new movie and its title was: [ ]

b) On Netflix found this new movie (or series) and it is called: [ ]

c) Reading a new book, the title and author:

d) Reading a blog that is so exciting to me and it is called [ ]

Additional comments:

Love, Hugs, Yours Truly, Best, (Circle one)

---

AnchoredScraps Personalized Note Template

Date: [ ]

Dear [Blank],

Thank you so much for your recent letter! Please know how much your letter is appreciated.

Here then is the Time Saving Personalized Note Template I introduced last July.

These days:

a) Work too much but still getting some sleep;
b) Have been burning the midnight oil;
c) Running the carpool;
d) Managed to lose 10 pounds!

As far as having done anything new and fun, recently:

a) Saw a new movie and its title was: [ ]

b) On Netflix found this new movie (or series) and it is called: [ ]

c) Reading a new book, the title and author:

d) Reading a blog that is so exciting to me and it is called [ ]

Additional comments:

Love, Hugs, Yours Truly, Best, (Circle one)
Yoast SEO Premium plug-in

The first true all-in-one SEO solution for WordPress, including on-page content analysis, XML sitemaps and much more.

Version 3.7.2 | By Team Yoast | Visit plugin site
Plug-in consideration

Know your limits
i.e. if plugin wants me to modify PHP then I move on
Branding and marketing
Strive to include a snail mail address

Contact Form

You can reach Helen via email at

Helen [at] anchoredscraps.com

via snail mail at

AnchoredScraps.com
P.O. Box 815
Hampstead, NC 28443

by using this Contact Form
Do not forget:
The sock thief in your life!

Today's blog post, November 5, 2016

Saturday Socks Thief Cooper Letters

By Helen H. [Last Name] on 11/05/2016 in Blog Post, Cooper, Saturday Morning.

If you know our puppy Cooper then today's blog post topic of Saturday Socks Thief Cooper Letters make perfect sense.

Happy Saturday

Cooper is a sock thief and Saturday mornings find him extra enthusiastic about demonstrating this talent.

The sock thief in your life!

Happy Saturday

Cooper is a sock thief and Saturday mornings find him extra enthusiastic about demonstrating this talent.

Go ahead and write about these fun simple things and mention in your note you dash off to a friend!

I'm off to get a photo of kids with sick sister and will post here later today. I'm giving a talk this afternoon and it has been challenging Cooper is a sock thief!

We're going to have second helpings before the big urge up to Thanksgiving! I'm the seasonal, enjoy this fantastic December in November. It is not too early to begin sending thought from this hour!

Thanksgiving notes are most in the coming weeks.

Helen

Saturday Socks Thief Cooper Letters Attribution & Thank you to the following who are referenced today.

Image above of Cooper from AnchoredScraps.com blog post: Cooper and Vintage Jeans

Published: June 17, 2016, by [Last Name] [First Name]
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